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The menu of Fremont Bowl (seattle) from Seattle includes 15 menus. On average, menus or drinks on the menu
cost about $5.8. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Connie C likes about Fremont Bowl

(seattle):
Absolutely love the poke bowl and Chirashi bowls here. Very good portions and fresh fish. I’ve occasionally

gotten the katsu bowls too, they are also very good. read more. The premises in the restaurant are wheelchair
accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities, and there is no-charge WLAN.

What Jason Chan doesn't like about Fremont Bowl (seattle):
Oh Fremont Bowl, the pandemic has not been kind to you. This place used to be my go-to place for chirashi pre-
COVID, but the quality has plummeted. You now order on screens, “salad” is nearly white romaine lettuce, half
the tables are filled with take out orders, the front blinds are covered with dust, and dining in is served in plastic

to go containers ? read more. scrumptious sushi (e.g., Maki and Sashimi), as well as in many additional
variations, are prepared for you by Fremont Bowl (seattle) from Seattle, with fresh ingredients like fish,

vegetables and meat, The menus of this establishment can also be enjoyed at on-site or at the event thanks to a
catering service. In addition, they proffer you tasty seafood dishes, and a lot of freshly harvested vegetables,

fish and meat are used to prepare easily digestible Japanese meals.
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Salad�
TOFU SALAD $8.0

Soup�
NAMEKO MISO SOUP $2.5

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sush� Do�
SAKE DON $11.5

�tra�
WASABI

Quesadilla�
CRAB AND SHRIMP $8.0

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA $3.5

vegetaria� Sush�
INARI SUSHI $2.0

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP $1.5

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME $3.5

Soup an� Sala�
ASARI MISO SOUP $2.5

Sush� Bar Entree�
CHIRASHI $15.0

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
SEAFOOD

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH
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